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Executive Summary
This guidance document has two purposes.
Firstly, the document sets out the desired specifications, target audience, and outcomes of
Ibex Publishing’s magazine on transportation and sustainability dubbed “Green Mobility
Magazine”.
Secondly, this document is intended to advise prospective writers on the scope, purpose,
editorial focus, and style of the magazine and its articles.
Key contact: editor@ibexpub.media
General Submissions: https://ibexpub.media/contact/#content-submission
University Student Contributing Author Registration of Interest Form: https://forms.office.com/r/DsEpdZxPHK

Director’s Welcome
Dear Esteemed Writers,
At Ibex Publishing, our mission is to help industry, academia, NGOs, and the
public sector overcome today’s most pressing issues through dialogue,
scholarships, and collaboration. To foster the aforesaid, we strive to create
curated magazines, newsletters, and events on paramount topics such as the
nexus between the transportation sector and environmental sustainability.
In our first year of trading, 2021, Ibex Publishing is looking to offer thoughtprovoking analysis, studies, and interviews to an audience of transportation
specialists, sustainability experts, policy pundits, and a broad array of
stakeholders through our premier publication, Green Mobility Magazine.
Additionally, we plan on doing so in an environmentally conscious manner
through our sustainably sourced and produced print magazine and our
climate neutral digital edition of the publication.
Furthermore, we sincerely hope to offer you, the writer, an unmatched
opportunity to liaise with other experts in a way which furthers dialogue on
transportation and sustainability, and, simultaneously, promotes your
learned thoughts on this technically, commercially, and politically complex
interrelationship.
I hope, dear writers, that this guidance will help you develop, create, submit,
publish, and promote your articles. Should you seek any help or advice,
please rest assured that Ibex Publishing will be with you every step of the
way.

In the meantime, I encourage you to sign up to our newsletter, follow our
social media pages, and review our website to remain informed on all sorts
of happenings pertaining to today’s most pressing issues.

Yours faithfully,

Thomas J Hayden-Lefebvre
Director, Ibex Publishing Limited.
tom@ibexpub.media
IBEX PUBLISHING LIMITED
15 Queen Square
Leeds
UK
LS2 8AJ

Green Mobility Magazine:
Background Information

What Are the Goals and Objectives of The Magazine?
Green Mobility Magazine is designed for professionals interested in transportation and sustainability
issues as to:
1. keep the reader informed of the latest developments across numerous sub-sectors and practice
areas; and
2. provide readers with thought provoking analysis and comment on sector developments, past,
present, and future; and
3. indirectly assist transportation and sustainability professionals connect with potential partners
(suppliers, employees, consultants, etc.) to allow them to maintain a competitive edge in their
respective marketplaces.

Who Is the Magazine For?
Writing for the reader is key. Although detailed statistics on the magazine’s readership is hitherto unavailable, the following
three points should be considered:
1. The targeted reader is a busy professional who values their time and attention to detail. Indeed, it is anticipated that most
readers will be working professionals employed by transport operators, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), public
entities, universities, professional services (law, consulting, accounting) and engineering firms. Accordingly, quality
research, fact-checking, and logically thought-out pieces of work are essential.
2. The reader appreciates and understands a certain level of technical jargon but is unlikely to welcome the overuse of
highly technical or poorly explained terms and acronyms. Indeed, as a rule of thumb, one should keep in mind that whilst
the reader is intelligent and capable, they may not come from the same background as you, the author.
3. As a busy individual, the reader seeks value in the magazine. Indeed, the reader should not have to ask: “why am I reading
this?”. Thus, an author should always be mindful of the value-proposition made by their article.

What’s Covered in the Magazine?
The magazine covers a wide array of topics pertinent to the nexus between all modes of transportation and environmental
sustainability. Although not exhaustive lists, the following topic areas, subject focuses, and industries and applications are
of particular interest to the magazine and its readers:

Topics:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Decarbonisation.
Alternative fuels.
Intermodal mobility.
Urban mobility.
Infrastructure.

Industries and Applications:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Alternative powertrains.
Emissions.
Politics.
Law and regulation.
Consumer behaviours.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Carbon capture.
Emissions cap and trade.
Emerging economies.
Logistics.
Operations.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Air transport.
Rail transport.
Urban transport.
Road transport.
Marine transport.

Article Guidelines

Article Topic Overview
Articles can be on any topic or on any subject matter related
to transportation and sustainability.
Furthermore, articles can be “newsworthy” or “evergreen”.
Examples of “newsworthy” articles include stories which
cover relatively recent technological, business, legal, or
political happenings. Conversely, “evergreen” articles tend to
involve stories such as corporate leader and company
profiles, in-depth trend analysis, market predictions, and
detailed studies and essays, for instance.
The best articles go beyond exploring what one company is
doing to overcome X problem, for example, “How Acme
Airport Is Mitigating Scope 1 Emissions.” Rather, they tend to
explore trends, strategies, and solutions across a subject area,
for example, “How Airports Can Mitigate Scope 1 Emissions,
Strategies and Solutions from Acme, Beta, Gamma Airports.”

Article Types
Ibex Publishing has created the following 6 Article Types for guidance purposes. Your article may not fit into one type. However, you are
encouraged to review the Article Types which may offer you some content inspiration and structural guidelines.
Type 1 “Feature” Article.
• 3500 words (approx.).
• 7-9 pages.
• Featured stories, in-depth studies, full discretion on a caseby-case basis.

Type 4 “News” Article.
• 1000 words (approx.).
• 2 pages.
• Industry news, short studies, expert profiles, student
submissions.

Type 2 “In-depth” Article.

Type 5, “Thought bubble” Article.
• 400-600 words.
• 1 page.
• Industry news, short studies, expert profiles, student
submissions, unsolved challenges.

• 2500 words (approx.).
• 5-6 pages.
• Studies, essays, marketing stories, roundups, interviews.
Type 3 “Analysis” Article.
• 1500 words (approx.).
• 3 pages.
• Studies, roundup, short essays, student submissions,
interviews.

Type 6 “Blurb” Article.
• 150-300 words.
• 0.5 pages.
• Used for news briefs, expert profiles.

Editorial Guidelines

Writing Style
Our audience is largely
professional, so the magazine’s
tone must be too.
The Editorial Team recommends
that all content be accurate and
understandable to the entry-level
professional, but not necessarily
the lay person. However, the
overuse of technical and sectoral
jargon is discouraged, and all
acronyms or technical terms
should be briefly explained where
appropriate.

Article Structure
Ensure that your article follows a logical structure. Creating a rough outline can be a useful exercise, even for the most
experienced writer.

The article submission should consist of the following:
1. Title or Headline, 5-10 words.
2. A lead paragraph which draws the reader to the rest of the
article and outlines what is to come.
3. Body paragraph(s) which make one point each.
4. A conclusion which logically follows the lead and body.
5. Citations and references.
6. Author Biography.
7. 3 to 5 keywords or phrases which can be used to classify
and identify your article.

Article Items
Biography.
Each article should feature a biography which includes the author’s name, position, specialisation / interests. Each biography
should be no more than 80 words in length. If you are-co-authoring, please provide a biography for each co-author.

Images & Graphs .
Providing an image or a graph is optional. Should you wish to provide images or graphs, please provide them separately in
JPEG or TIFF formats (we recommend sending both) and ensure that they are of adequate quality (300 DPI or more). Moreover,
you must ensure that you have the right to use and distribute any images used and include sufficient citations.
Citations and Quotes.
The magazine follows the IEEE citation style. This numerical style is used in the interests of brevity and standardisation.
Numerous citation guides are available on the internet and the referencing style is included in most word processing software

Please Do Not…
• Make up a fact or quote. Simple rule: if it is not confirmable through a reputable source, it does not belong in the magazine.
• Write an advertisement or PR text. Any article discussing a single product or service is likely sponsored, advertorial, or
advertising content. Writing an advert in disguise will compromise the author’s credibility and objectivity. For sponsored
posts, refer to the media kit.

Please Do…
•
•

•

•

Always remember the 5Cs: Correctness, conciseness, clarity, coherence, completeness!
Make an informed opinion where appropriate. This is achieved by backing one’s arguments with facts or expert quotes
whilst acknowledging the weaknesses of the argument put forth before the reader.
Be prepared for your final article to differ from your submission a little bit. The Editorial Team may rewrite some sentences
for the purposes of brevity, style, grammar, sentence structure. Ibex Publishing will not, however, change your message or
argument. As we do not provide peer reviewed journals, it is not common practice for us to send back reviewed copies.
However, we will do our best to meet all reasonable requests.
Finally, ask questions! If you are unsure about something (a technical issue, a grammatical issue, a formatting issue) ask
for help.

Non-Students: The Four Steps to Having an Article
Published.
1. Engage - Engage with the Editorial Team and tell them about your article (Optional).

2.. Draft -Draft your article. We recommend having a copy of this guidance by your side should you feel the need to review the

editorial guidelines.

4. Review - Reviewing is key. We recommend having your article reviewed by colleagues, friends, or family.
Top tip: Different word processors flag different spelling and grammar issues. If you draft in MS Word, copy + paste your article in Google Docs and

run the spell check; you may receive different feedback.

5. Submit - Submit your article in an MS Word Document, along with your biography (short bio), any images separately (JPEG,

TIFF) and your signed Publishing Agreement.

Students: The Five Steps to Having an Article
Published.
1. Engage - Engage with the Editorial Team and tell them about your article. This is done by filling out this Form.
2. Approve - If the Editorial Team tells you that they are interested in your article, refine your proposal and have it approved
by the Editorial Team.
3. Draft -Draft your article. We recommend having a copy of this guidance by your side should you feel the need to review the

editorial guidelines.
4. Review - Reviewing is key. We recommend having your article reviewed by colleagues, friends, or family.
Top tip: Different word processors flag different spelling and grammar issues. If you draft in MS Word, copy + paste your article in Google Docs and
run the spell check; you may receive different feedback.

5. Submit - Submit your article in an MS Word Document, along with your biography (short bio), any images separately (JPEG,
TIFF) and your signed Publishing Agreement.

Contact Us
ibexpub.media
editor@ibexpub.media
Ibex Publishing Limited
15 Queen Square
Leeds
United Kingdom
LS2 8AJ

All information provided in this document is for indicative purposes, only. All specifications, instructions and options are subject to change without notice.
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